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Abstract:
Electronic health record is the most tremendously growing sector in the past few years. The increase in accuracy and
the capacity to handle huge amounts of data is crucial in making this grow faster and faster. The large amounts of
sensitive data present in the cloud regarding patient’s health details[3] and the accessibility given to them are the
major security concerns involved with them. With the increase in technology in healthcare, various images such as xrays, scan reports and various other images related to healthcare is present. These images that are stored in cloud need
to be secure and retrieved only with proper authentication. Improper security with these data leads to data misuse and
leakage of data. Poorly implemented health systems pose significant risk for patient safety and data misuse. The main
security which concerns with the big data systems involve secure storage, secure access, and secure retrieval. In
addition to strong access control mechanisms, location of data access is an important aspect of secure data usage.
Recently reported incidents of illegal trade and stealing of patient data[5] over mobile devices remotely motivate
research on secure data usage based on location. This paper deals with how these secure images can be retrieved
using content based retrieval and also using biometric such as retina verification[22] and location based user
authentication and using watermarked electro cardiogram signals(ECG).
Keywords: Privacy, Access control, Haar wavelet, Content based retrieval.
1. Introduction
Role based access control access to sensitive files cannot be given to everyone. Access to files depends on the
person and their authority concerned. So role based access is the most basic way to secure data. The authentication of
the user and his location form the vital parameters for this. In our approach, the health authority depends upon the
validation of the

mobile users depending upon the identity and location attributes. The role of the user, his
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identification and location is verified. A mobile user which consults with the domain server, and forwards the request
to the health authority. To manage EHRs efficiently and securely, we propose a design based on steganography,
which we use to hide confidential EHR data inside the ECG host data. Steganography offers more efficient and
secure information concealment than traditional cryptography. Only authorized users can extract data based on their
security parameters. Our approach improves the security of storage and retrieval of EHRs by hiding them inside ECG
signals, and enhances performance through flexible feature adoption (such as dynamic policy changes).
In a mobile service, location verification is also vital in distributing privacy-sensitive data[1]. Face biometrics can be
used to provide authentication to a better extent. It also verifies the user in a domain. This also verifies the user
location. Thus using these two parameters, the identification of the user can be validated. The health authority
generates a key to each user using certificate-less public key cryptography. These keys are unique to each role played
by the user. The role-based access control model maps generate these keys and controls them. The data and
information retrieved is based on the keys entered by the user. The Kerberos Protocol is used to communicate the
keys to the user in a secure protocol to avoid its misuse.
2. Kerberos Protocol: This protocol has two main parts:
1. The authentication server
2. Key granting server
The authentication server verifies the authentication of the person using the role they perform. Role hierarchy which
classifies the various roles like nurses, doctors, staff, attenders and laboratory workers based on their need to access
data is used. The authentication server and key granting server work in a way that they complement each other. The
key granting server works with the authentication server by checking if its constraints are met. The constraints
include role, location, identification etc. Once it is fulfilled, it generates the keys to the user based on this constraint.
Once the user enters the key the host verifies the key and decrypts the data. This decrypted data is then accessed by
the user. This helps in securing the data by preventing its misuse.

Figure 1. Architecture Diagram.
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3. Retina Identification
What is important for an identification system is to be accurate, low cost, fast, and safe. Almost all current
identification methods such as fingerprint, face, hand palm and iris recognition, are vulnerable considering plastic
surgeries and some other changes in face, palm and finger print, while this is not the case for the retina. Human retina
would never change and thus the uniqueness of the retina blood vessels pattern[23] is the most accurate pattern
among other biometric systems. Here the method used for human identification of retina is using fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm[25]. This method is not sensitive to the rotation, rescaling and transformation. The features are
Fourier-Mellin transform coefficients and moments of the retinal image. A rotation compensator was designed
instead of the rotational effects of the retinal scanner.
The Haar wavelet[10] and snakes model have been used for the optic disc localization.
This method uses two main parts, feature extraction component and decision-making component. In feature
extraction component, first vessels of the blood extracted and thinned by a morphological algorithm. Then, two
feature vectors are constructed for each and every image, by using angular and radial partitioning. Manhattan
distance[11] has been used as similarity measure between images. a fuzzy system with Manhattan distances of two
feature vectors as input and similarity measure as output has been put in to the decision-making component.
Simulations show that this system is about 99.75% accurate which makes it very useful in this security concern.
Pattern matching is a key point in all pattern-recognition algorithms. Searching image which is requested in database
is one of the major significant work in image-based identification systems. Feature vectors of the query image and
images in the database are compared to each other and nearest image is returned as a result. In this algorithms for
pattern matching, various distance criterions have been used as similarity measure. similarity Manhattan distance and
Euclidian distance[11] are two of the most important measures used until now. Also some systems have used
weighted Manhattan and Euclidian distances as their similarity measures.In feature extraction section, in the proposed
system, there are two feature vectors that have been extracted for each and every image by applying angular and
radial partitioning. Using 1D Fourier transform to the feature vectors could eliminate rotation effects. And also we
used Manhattan distance as similarity measure between images. So, compute Manhattan distance between the query
image and all the images stored in database. Since we have two feature vectors, we have two Manhattan distances.
Angular partitioning may be better for some cases and radial partitioning is works better for some other cases.
Angular partitioning gives 98% accuracy[26] and radial partitioning gives 91.5% accurate.
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Figure 2. Working model.
4. Securing Data
The sensitive data of the patients is to be distributed and stored in the electro cardiogram(ecg) of the patient[6]. This
helps us in achieving various levels of security in databy encrypting and the embedding it. This is done by replacing
certain bits of the ecg with the patient data. Simple bit replacement can significantly hamper the ecg leading to loss of
data. But this can lead to the original ecg being totally distorted. So, to minimise the distortion, we can apply
wavelets[9]. When wavelet transformation is applied to the data, it is randomly split into many coefficients. These
coefficients can then be randomly hidden in the least significant coefficients of the ecg thus reducing the amount of
distortion. Thus here the data is organised into a tree structure and data is randomly encrypted.
The medical data that is to be stored is first organised based on its contents into a tree structure. Then based on their
indexes(I) and ends(E) it is allocated to different parts of the ecg randomly. The ecg is then split and haar wavelet
transformation[10] is applied on it. The main purpose of applying wavelets is to avoid the distortion problem.
Applying this haar wavelet[10] on the ecg yields two sets of coefficients called coefficients approximation(CA) and
coefficients detailed(CD). These coefficients denote the most sensitive feature of the ecg. CA is defined as the most
sensitive features and CD is defined as the least significant features. For each section in the data, a hash value is
computed for the data. A security key is devised for each patient to make the hiding process unique. This security key
is used to encrypt the data and then the encrypted data is shuffled and hidden in a set of CD coefficients (least
significant) and hide section bits in a certain set of coefficients. Then haar wavelet recomposition on both CA and
CD. Then a new watermarked segment is reconstructed. Then the water mark and the shuffled, encrypted data is reembedded into the full original ECG signal using its index and end. The same process is repeated for all the sections.
Then the cloud stores all the data such as the indexes and ends, the hidden section number and key, along with a
unique patient ID, which is vital for retrieval of the patient information. The health authority stores the watermarked
ECG along with the generated number mapped to the patient ID on its cloud servers. Therefore, even if this
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information is intercepted, it won’t reveal anything. Thus it provides multiple layers of security beginning from the
biometric and role authentication, key generation and at last the ecg encryption and embedding.

medical data is
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structure
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to ecg and coefficients
are found

data is
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Figure 3. Haar Wavelet Transformation.
5. Working
The data is placed on the ecg. This data is then split and Haar wavelet[10] is applied to it to avoid distortion. Then
these bits are again embedded into the ecg of the patient. The user has to then verify his authentication using face,
retina and role authentication. Once they are verified, a key is generated by the key granting server. This unique key
is used to access the data from the ecg. The key encrypts the data from the ecg and provides them to the secure user.
Thus, the data is retrieved securely.
6. Image Retrieval
The processes involved in image retrieval are:
1. The user first has to authorise his role to the server which is then verified.
2. Then the user has to undergo a retina scan for authentication.
3. If both the parameters are verified and found to be authentic, then the ecg which contains the sensitive data is
retrieved.
The role based authentication, does not allow unauthorised users to access the data. Then the retina test is very vital
to make sure that the person is genuine. If both the parameters are satisfied, then the patient details can be retrieved
using the patient id and unique key.
7. Conclusion
This process is found to be effective, though the major concern is the retina test. Retina test is expensive and may
take some time. It is also expensive when compared to the other biometric tests. The embedding of the data in the ecg
may also lead to lossy ecg image. If these limitations are overcome, then the process is highly effective and can be
useful in protecting the sensitive data of patients.
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